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A-Z Healthcare Thank You’s

aag, Bryan 
“I want to thank you for just generally being ready-to-go 
as soon as you were allowed to go back to work by helping 
people with their optometry needs during the shutdown. 
I’m also thankful for your willingness to get vaccinated. 
Thanks, dad! You’re the best!” -Mrs. Kutilek 

“Thank you Abby for all you do for keeping moms 
and babies safe! I love you!” -Mrs. Donner 

auci, Anthony

“I would like to thank you for all the tasks that you have  
put in at work, running blood work and other tests more 
than you normally do, because you have to do part of            
someone else’s job, as they are running all the COVID-19 
tests. At the start of the pandemic, you were running 
some of the COVID-19 tests, so thank you for that also!” 
-Sarah Feller ‘23

unde, Stephen
“I want to thank you for working so hard throughout this pandemic.       
Having to navigate COVID-19 and working hard everyday to figure out new             
solutions to the problems you face would be so difficult, but you have done 
it without complaint. Your passion to help people and get through this 
pandemic is inspiring. You have adapted to the new normal while remaining 
optimistic. Thanks so much for everything you do.” -Lauren Runde ‘22

“I want to thank my 71-year-old grandmother who is a 
nurse and is still helping others.” -Jordan Junge ‘22

iana Schilling

“Mrs. Naeve’s dedication to the health and well-being of this school has 
been up and beyond what school nurses usually provide. She is working 
endless hours without fanfare. She handles difficult conversations on a 
daily basis. Mrs. Naeve is a gift from God to Xavier.” -Mrs. Bowen 

aeve, Kris 

roskovec, Michelle
“Michelle is a pharmacist at Hy-Vee Drugstore and she always 
gives good advice on the best healthcare practices during the 
pandemic. She is both knowledgeable and compassionate of 
others.” -Mrs. Burgeson 

im Loffswold
“I would like to thank you for continually working 
since the beginning of COVID. Your patients see your 
hard work and dedication in your job. You inspire me 
to give my all every day.” -Kya Loffswold ‘21 

ill Huntington
“Jill is a pharmacist and has been working all 
throughout this pandemic. Thank you for your work 
during this difficult time.” -Maegan Reininga ‘22

evening, John
“He answered all of my questions when getting a check 
up and he’s a great guy.” -Alex Dolan ‘22

avala, Claudia
“Thanks mom for saving lives!” -Dominic Bouffard ‘21

bby Lee

lark Feller

“Thank you for informing us about the dangers of            
COVID-19. You have been a great help and a guide for 
people during this difficult time.” -Student Life Team

eon Robins

ary Kettmann

“Thank you so much to Leon and all other healthcare 
workers that put their lives on the line for our safety! 
They are truly heroes!” -Maci Schimberg ‘22 

“Thank you mom for working your hardest and trying to adjust to the new 
things in the hospital regarding COVID! Thank you for always being your 
best and caring so much about your patients.” -Norah Kettmann ‘22

lood bank workers

accine administrators

uality specialists

lson, Joy

pidemiologists

eriatric caregivers

mmunologists

ravel nurses

ltrasonographers

-ray technicians

ard nurses
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oung medical students

For working to provide plasma for COVID patients

For educating on the public health measures and 
working to help stop the severity of the outbreak

For keeping the elderly company during these times of 
them being unable to receive visits by family members. 

“Thank you Dr. Olson and OBGYN Associates for all you do in caring 
for pregnant and expectant mothers.”-Mrs. Augustine

For working to give patients the best care possible by improving 
the quality of not only the patients’ care, but also the care the 
family receives as well

For stepping up to help our community, especially with 
vaccine administration 

For working to provide the best general care to patients 
amongst the pandemic

For taking on demanding schedules to be able to give COVID 
patients the care they need

For working so hard to allow our community to see a small 
light at the end of the pandemic

For working to provide the best general care to patients 
amongst the pandemic

For stepping up to help relieve frontline workers of their 
daily tasks 

For being extremely committed to helping develop a      
vaccine to give our community an end to the pandemic


